LVPA 2007-0001 Town Center Focus Area
Plan Amendment

ADD: To the Town of Lovettsville Town Plan, March 4, 2004, Chapter VII Land
Use, a new section in the text following the Town Center section, to read:
“TOWN CENTER FOCUS AREA
General Policies
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Access points to and from major roads should be minimized to help reduce turning
movements and promote pedestrian safety.
New consolidated access points for land bays should be as far from major
intersections as possible and. opposite existing streets, if possible.
Advance planning with the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) should be
undertaken to get a technical understanding of the transportation requirements for
development in anticipation of development applications.
If development requires rezoning or a conditional use permit a traffic impact
analysis should be provided by development applicants to document the fact that
traffic can be handled adequately by the transportation network. Development
should provide the necessary street improvements to handle traffic impact from
specific development projects. In some cases this may mean off-site
improvements, depending on the character of the development.
Public sewer and water should be planned and available in anticipation of
development applications that implement planning and development policies.
All structures and sites with documented historic value should be preserved and
protected even if the original use is changed to another use.
Institutional and community uses, including churches, hospital or health care
facilities; public or private schools and government facilities may be appropriate on
any site if development does not have an adverse impact on the existing immediate
community in terms of building mass, scale, architectural treatment or traffic impact.
Each use should be considered on an individual basis.

Land Bays
Land Bay A
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay A, which is directly opposite the Town
Center commercial core on the north side of W. Broad Way, is to mirror the new
downtown that has been created by the Town Center commercial core and to provide a
satisfactory transition between the Town Center core and existing and planned
development beyond Land Bay A.
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1.
2.

Retail, professional office, medical care, personal services, and sit-down restaurant
uses.
Any automobile related uses, convenience stores, feed store, manufacturing and
assembly uses are not appropriate.
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Design
1. Land and access consolidation is strongly encouraged to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares.
2. Development should be unified or continuous, not fragmented. A single structure
should generally contain multiple businesses.
3. The scale height of development fronting on Berlin Pike and West Broad Way should
be similar to that of the Town Center commercial core, generally two stories.
Otherwise, it should not exceed 25 feet. The design of buildings should have varied
facades reflecting the individual businesses. Buildings should have four-sided
architectural treatment so that they are attractive from any view.
4. Freestanding commercial buildings should be minimized to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares. Drivethrough features are not appropriate.
5. Architecture and site design should reflect the Main Street design concept in which
buildings are oriented to the major streets with wide streetscaping treatment. Parking
should all be located behind structures. Buildings should have entrances to
sidewalks along the streets and to parking lots in the rear.
6. The major orientation of commercial buildings should be facing Berlin Pike and West
Broad Way.
7. Buildings should be made of soft materials, such as brick and wood, instead of hard
materials, such as metal and concrete.
8. Landscaping and buffering should be provided in excess of Zoning Ordinance
requirements along the north boundary of Land Bay A in order to protect the existing
residential area along North Berlin Pike. This may include taller evergreen trees and
fencing. The exact design of the enhanced buffering should be determined on a
case-by-case basis in the rezoning process.
9. The gateway or approach areas for this Land Bay from Berlin Pike and West Broad
Way should be given design treatment that helps establish the identity of the new
downtown and it should be in character with the scale of the Town.
Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. Sidewalks should be provided along West Broad Way and Berlin Pike that are wider
than standard five-foot width in order to encourage pedestrian circulation throughout
the new downtown, including the Town Center area. Sidewalk design and
construction should reflect the design guidelines of the Town’s Streetscape Master
Plan for East Broad Way and South Loudoun Street to attract pedestrians.
2. Shade trees should be planted in green strips along street curbs every thirty feet on
center. Tree species should be those allowed in Section 6 of the Zoning Ordinance.
3. Street lamps should be place along the curbs of streets at an interval of no more
than twenty-five feet. Lamps should not allow upward light spillage.
4. Street furniture, such as benches, should be located within the streetscape
treatment to encourage pedestrian use of commercial facilities in the new
downtown.
5. Internal public streets in the Land Bay may have only one sidewalk but that
sidewalk should have full streetscape treatment.
6. A clearly defined pedestrian circulation system should be provided that connects
development within the Land Bay and from the Land Bay to adjacent properties.
Transportation
1. A connecting public street should be provided through the land bay to bypass the
Berlin Pike-W. Broad Way intersection and to help facilitate unified development
(See Figure 2, Generalized Access and Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets
shown on this figure are meant as conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be
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determined in the development process and will depend on the circumstances that
exist at that time).
2. Systematic pedestrian circulation should be provided within the Land Bay and to
provide sidewalk access to properties adjacent to the Land Bay along Berlin Pike
and W. Broad Way.
Implementation
1. Development requiring rezoning or a conditional use permit should provide land use
and development features, including streets that are detailed in the above land use,
design and transportation and general policy sections.
2. Land consolidation is strongly encouraged in order to provide unified development
and limited access points from major thoroughfares.
Land Bay B
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay B is to mirror the new downtown that has
been created by the Town Center but also to provide a satisfactory transition between
the Town Center core and existing and planned development beyond Land Bay B.
Policies
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1.
2.
3.

Retail, professional office, medical care, personal services, and sit-down
restaurant uses.
Convenience stores, feed store, manufacturing and assembly uses are not
appropriate.
Automobile repair use is appropriate if it does not have frontage on Berlin Pike or
East Broad Way.

Design
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Land and access consolidation are strongly encouraged to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares.
Development should be unified or continuous, not fragmented. A single structure
should generally contain multiple businesses.
The scale height of development fronting on Berlin Pike and East Broad Way
should be similar to that of the Town Center commercial core, generally two
stories. For areas adjacent to New Town Meadows building height should not
exceed 25 feet.
The design of buildings should have varied facades reflecting the individual
businesses. Buildings should have four-sided architectural treatment so that they
are attractive from any view.
Freestanding commercial buildings should be minimized to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares. Drivethrough features are not appropriate.
Architecture and site design should reflect the Main Street design concept in which
buildings are oriented to the major streets with wide streetscaping treatment.
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Parking should all be located behind structures. Buildings should have entrances
to sidewalks along the streets and to parking lots in the rear.
7. The major orientation of commercial buildings should be facing Berlin Pike, East
Broad Way and in some cases, to public streets internal to the Land Bay.
8. Buildings should be made of soft materials, such as brick and wood, instead of
hard materials, such as metal and concrete.
9. Landscaping and buffering should be provided in excess of Zoning Ordinance
requirements along the boundary of Land Bay B that are adjacent to residential
development or districts. This landscape treatment may include taller evergreen
trees, fencing and a berm, for example. The exact design should be determined
on a case-by-case basis in the rezoning and conditional use permit process.
10. The gateway or approach areas for Land Bay B from North Berlin Pike should be
given design treatment that helps establish the identity of the new downtown and it
should be in character with the scale of the Town.
11. Development on the outer edges of Land Bay B adjacent to undeveloped land
should provide interparcel access points and pedestrian links to future
development.
Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. Sidewalks should be provided along West Broad Way and Berlin Pike that are
wider than standard five-foot width in order to encourage pedestrian circulation
throughout the new downtown, including the Town Center area. Sidewalk design
and construction should reflect the design guidelines of the Town’s Streetscape
Master Plan for East Broad Way and South Loudoun Street to attract pedestrians.
2. Shade trees should be planted in green strips along street curbs every thirty feet
on center. Tree species should be those allowed in Section 6 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
3. Street lamps should be place along the curbs of streets at an interval of no more
than twenty-five feet. Lamps should not allow upward light spillage.
4. Street furniture, such as benches, should be located within the streetscape
treatment to encourage pedestrian use of commercial facilities in the new
downtown.
5. Internal public streets in the Land Bay may have only one sidewalk but that
sidewalk should have full streetscape treatment.
6. A clearly defined pedestrian circulation system should be provided that connects
development within the Land Bay and from the Land Bay to adjacent properties.
Transportation
1. North Church Street should be extended to the northeast edge of Land Bay B to
provide for development within Land Bay B and beyond Land Bay B. (See Figure
2, Generalized Access and Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets shown on this
figure are meant as conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be determined in
the development process and will depend on the circumstances that exist at that
time).).
2. Systematic pedestrian circulation should be provided within the Land Bay and to
adjacent development.
Implementation
1. Development requiring rezoning or a conditional use permit should provide land
use and development features, including streets that are detailed in the above land
use, design and transportation and general policy sections.
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2. Land consolidation is strongly encouraged in order to provide unified development
and limited access points from major thoroughfares. This does not apply to
automobile repair use.
Land Bay C
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay C is to create a mixture of commercial and
residential land uses with a lower intensity than that of the commercial core of the new
downtown. The objective is to create a soft transition between the old downtown and
the new downtown (the Town Center commercial core).
Policies
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1. Retail, professional office, medical care, personal services, and sit-down restaurant
uses.
2. Any automobile related uses, convenience stores, feed store, manufacturing and
assembly uses are not appropriate.
3. Residential development.
4. New office development can be considered if it is designed in a compatible manner
with the scale and architecture of existing structures in the East Broad Way corridor
and the old downtown.
Design
1. Land and access consolidation is strongly encouraged to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares.
2. Development should be unified or continuous, not fragmented. A single structure
should generally contain multiple businesses.
3. The scale height of development fronting on East Broad Way should be compatible
with that of the existing development. Building height should not exceed two
stories.
4. The design of buildings should have varied facades reflecting the individual
businesses. Buildings should have four-sided architectural treatment so that they
are attractive from any view.
5. Freestanding commercial buildings should be minimized to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares. Drivethrough features are not appropriate.
6. Architecture and site design should reflect the Main Street design concept in which
buildings are oriented to the major streets with wide streetscaping treatment.
Parking should all be located behind structures. Buildings should have entrances to
sidewalks along the streets and to parking lots in the rear.
7. The major orientation of commercial buildings should be toward East Broad Way.
8. Buildings should be made of soft materials, such as brick and wood, instead of
hard materials, such as metal and concrete.
9. A mixture of non-residential and residential use contained in the same structure
should be encouraged. Residential use on the second level above the ground level
retail or office use.
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Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. Sidewalks should be provided along East Broad Way that are wider than standard
five-foot width in order to encourage pedestrian circulation throughout the new
downtown, including the Town Center area. Sidewalk design and construction
should reflect the design guidelines of the Town’s Streetscape Master Plan for East
Broad Way and South Loudoun Street to attract pedestrians.
2. Shade trees should be planted in green strips along street curbs every thirty feet
on center. Tree species should be those allowed in Section 6 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
3. Street lamps should be place along the curbs of streets at an interval of no more
than twenty-five feet. Lamps should not allow upward light spillage.
4. Street furniture, such as benches, should be located within the streetscape
treatment to encourage pedestrian use of commercial facilities in the new
downtown.
Transportation
1. Access to the parking area behind the buildings fronting on East Broad Way should
not be from East Broad Way. It should be from Land Bay B and North Light Street
and from Pennsylvania Avenue. (See Figure 2, Generalized Access and
Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets shown on this figure are meant as
conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be determined in the development
process and will depend on the circumstances that exist at that time).
Implementation
1. Development requiring rezoning or a conditional use permit should provide land
use and development features, including streets that are detailed in the above land
use, design and transportation and general policy sections.
2. Land consolidation is strongly encouraged in order to provide unified development
and limited access points from major thoroughfares.
Land Bay D
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay D is to mirror the new downtown that has
been created by the Town Center and to provide a satisfactory transition between the
Town Center core and existing and planned development beyond Land Bay D.
Policies
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1. Retail, professional office, medical care, personal services, and sit-down restaurant
uses.
2. Any automobile related uses, convenience stores, outdoor storage and/or display,
feed store, manufacturing and assembly uses are not appropriate.
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Design
1. Land and access consolidation is strongly encouraged to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares.
2. Development should be unified or continuous, not fragmented. A single structure
should generally contain multiple businesses.
3. The scale height of development fronting on Berlin Pike and ast Broad Way should
be similar to that of the Town Center commercial core, which is generally two
stories.
4. The design of buildings should have varied facades reflecting the individual
businesses. Buildings should have four-sided architectural treatment so that they
are attractive from any view.
5. Freestanding commercial buildings should be minimized to prevent fragmented
development and the proliferation of access points on major thoroughfares. Drivethrough features are not appropriate.
6. Architecture and site design should reflect the Main Street design concept in which
buildings are oriented to the major streets with wide streetscaping treatment.
Parking should all be located behind structures. Buildings should have entrances to
sidewalks along the streets and to parking lots in the rear.
7. The major orientation of commercial buildings should be facing Berlin Pike, East
Broad Way.
8. Buildings should be made of soft materials, such as brick and wood, instead of
hard materials, such as metal and concrete.
9. The gateway or approach areas for this Land Bay from Berlin Pike should be given
design treatment that helps establish the identity of the new downtown and it
should be in character with the scale of the Town.
Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. Sidewalks should be provided along W. Broad Way and Berlin Pike that are wider
than standard five-foot width in order to encourage pedestrian circulation
throughout the new downtown, including the Town Center area. Sidewalk design
and construction should reflect the design guidelines of the Town’s Streetscape
Master Plan for East Broad Way and South Loudoun Street to attract pedestrians.
2. Shade trees should be planted in green strips along street curbs every thirty feet
on center. Tree species should be those allowed in Section 6 of the Zoning
Ordinance.
3. Street lamps should be place along the curbs of streets at an interval of no more
than twenty-five feet. Lamps should not allow upward light spillage.
4. Street furniture, such as benches, should be located within the streetscape
treatment to encourage pedestrian use of commercial facilities in the new
downtown.
Transportation
1.

Access should only be provided via Church Street to prevent turning movements
along the Town Square frontage. (See Figure 2, Generalized Access and
Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets shown on this figure are meant as
conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be determined in the development
process and will depend on the circumstances that exist at that time).

Implementation
1.

Development requiring rezoning or a conditional use permit should provide land
use and development features, including streets that are detailed in the above land
use, design and transportation and general policy sections.
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2.

Land consolidation is strongly encouraged in order to provide unified development
and limited access points from major thoroughfares

Land Bay E
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay E is to create an optional, alternative use
to the existing residential use in case of redevelopment. Development should provide a
transition from the Town Center commercial core to residential development beyond
the Land Bay.
Policies
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1. The existing residential use with older single-family detached dwellings helps
preserve the small town character of the Town and should be maintained to the
greatest extent possible.
2. As an option, if landowners choose to redevelop, residential use can be considered
with a density up to four (4) dwelling units per acre (4,500-5,500 sq. ft. lots). This
can only be considered if complete land consolidation is provided and a singe
access point is provided on Church Street. The higher density under this option
would provide an incentive to consolidate the land and provide a single entrance
point that removes access directly to Berlin Pike. Residential use at a slightly
higher density than that of existing development would also provide a transition from
the adjacent residential area to the Town Center on the opposite side of Berlin Pike.
Redevelopment should make every effort to incorporate some of the existing
dwellings with historic value rather than destroy them.
Design
1. Duplex dwellings can help provide the design flexibility that allows the
implementation of consolidated access.
2. Building fronts should be oriented to Berlin Pike.
3. Architectural treatment should be compatible with existing dwellings having historic
value that are incorporated into the land consolidations.
4. Architectural treatment should be provided for all sides of buildings so that they are
attractive from all views.
5. Landscaping and buffering should be provided in excess of Zoning Ordinance
requirements in order to protect the existing single-family detached residential
community on Germanna Drive. This may mean taller evergreen trees and fencing
and a yard less wide than required in the Ordinance. The exact design should be
determined in the rezoning process.
Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. A sidewalks should be located along the frontage of Berlin Pike to allow pedestrian
access to and from the residential area on Germanna Drive. Shade trees should be
located along the curb in a green strip every thirty feet on center.
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Transportation
1. Under a redevelopment option access should only be to Church Street. (See Figure
2, Generalized Access and Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets shown on this
figure are meant as conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be determined in
the development process and will depend on the circumstances that exist at that
time).
Implementation
1. The entire land bay has to be consolidated in order to consider a redevelopment
option for higher residential development.
2. A new residential zoning district needs to be created to allow duplex single-family
dwelling units.
Land Bay F
Objective
The general planning objective for Land Bay F is to create a commercial and public use
transition between the Town Center commercial core and the adjacent residential area
in the old downtown.
Policies
The following planning and development policies provide guidance for assessing
development applications of all kinds:
Land Use
1. Residential structures with historic value should be used for commercial
enterprises to the greatest extent possible.
2. Professional office, commercial retail, personal services, medical and sit-down
restaurants.
3. Institutional uses may be considered singly or in combination with commercial
uses.
4. Any automobile related uses, convenience stores, outdoor storage and/or display,
feed store, manufacturing and assembly uses are not appropriate.
Design
1. The design of buildings with multiple businesses should have varied facades
reflecting the individual businesses. Buildings should have four-sided architectural
treatment so that they are attractive from any view.
2. Architecture and site design should reflect the Main Street design concept in which
buildings are oriented to the major streets and parking should all be located behind
structures. Buildings should have entrances to sidewalks along the streets and to
parking lots in the rear.
3. Building height should not exceed two stories.
4. Buildings should be made of soft materials, such as brick and wood, to create a
human scale and an inviting feeling.
Streetscape and Pedestrian Circulation
1. Sidewalks should be provided along Church Street and Pennsylvania Avenue. The
design and construction of sidewalks should reflect the guidelines of the Town’s
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Streetscape Master Plan for East Broad Way and South Loudoun Street to attract
pedestrians.
2. Shade trees should be planted in green strips along street curbs every thirty feet on
center. Tree species should be those allowed in Section 6 of the Zoning Ordinance.
3. Street lamps should be place along the curbs of streets at an interval of no more
than twenty-five feet. Lamps should not allow upward light spillage.
Transportation
1. Access should be consolidated and oriented to Pennsylvania Avenue. (See Figure
2, Generalized Access and Circulation. NOTE: All collector streets shown on this
figure are meant as conceptual guides. Specific alignments will be determined in
the development process and will depend on the circumstances that exist at that
time).
Implementation
1. Development requiring rezoning or a conditional use permit should provide land use
and development features, including streets that are detailed in the above land use,
design and transportation and general policy sections.
2. Land consolidation is strongly encouraged in order to provide unified development
and limited access points from major thoroughfares.
3. Land should be consolidated and development designed in a manner so that
existing structures with historic value are not destroyed.
MODIFY: The Town of Lovettsville Town Plan, March 4, 2004, Page 51, Chapter VII Land
Use under the Employment section, to read:
“Existing industrially-zoned property lying east of New Town Meadows
is designated for employment uses. Unlike the traditional downtown character
planned in the Town Center Core and the old downtown, however, development on
this land should be designed in a campus-like manner, with pedestrian oriented
buildings and park-like amenities clustered in the interior and a greenbelt open space
around the perimeter.”
ADD:

The Town of Lovettsville Town Plan, March 4, 2004, Map VII-3 Land Use Policy, page
57, a note that reads:
“The Land Use Policy map provides generalized land use guidelines. There
may be polices in the Comprehensive Plan text that provide more specific
land use, design, transportation, streetscaping and implementation policies
that will be used in the development evaluation and approval process.”

NOTE: Figure 1, Focus Area Land Bay Map, and Figure 2, Focus Area Generalized Access and
Circulation Map, should be incorporated into the proposed Plan text for the Town Center
Focus Area in Chapter VII Land Use in the Town Plan.

ATTACHMENTS:

1) Figure 1. Focus Area Land Bays
2) Figure 2. Focus Area Generalized Access and Circulation
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